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Introduction

Datasets

Loss Functions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HC0wdeQRiM

APPROACH
 Amalgamated diverse datasets with differing video lengths, 

resolutions, motion sequences and number of clips
 Generated LR frame for each HR input by down-sampling 
 Training/validation/test split was 80/10/10

 

Model Architecture
MOTIVATION
 Applying Single Image Super Resolution (SISR) successively 

to each video frame leads to lack of temporal coherency
 Video Super Resolution (VSR) models based on CNNs 

outperform traditional approaches in terms of PSNR
 However, CNNs lose finer texture details when super-

resolving at large upscaling factors
UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
 Use data from adjacent frames along with the input frame
 Use GANs for a competitive advantage compared to CNNs

APPROACH
 iSeeBetter: spatio-temporal VSR 
 Uses recurrent-generative back-projection networks
 Extracts spatial and temporal information from current + 

neighboring frames
 Improves the "naturality" of the output while eliminating 

artifacts, using super-resolution GAN discriminator 
 Uses a four-fold (adversarial, perceptual, MSE and TV) loss 

function that focuses on perceptual quality

BUILDING BLOCKS
 Uses RBPN [2] as generator and SRGAN [1] as discriminator 
 RBPN has two approaches that extract missing details from different sources: 

SISR and Multi Image SR (MISR)
 Horizontal flow (blue arrows) uses SISR; vertical flow (red arrows) uses MISR

SISR ARCHITECTURE
 Enlarges LR frame independently of other frames

MISR ARCHITECTURE
 Computes residual features from a pair of input-to-neighbor frames and 

flow maps

RESULTS
 PSNR/SSIM evaluation of state-of-the-art VSR systems for 4× upsampling:

Results

References

 Top row: fine-grained textual features that help with readability; middle row: intricate 
high-frequency image details; bottom row: camera panning motion:

MSE LOSS
 MSE improves PSNR/SSIM but these metrics may not capture fine details in the image 
 Experimentally, it was found that even manually distorted images still had an MSE 

comparable to the original image
FOUR-FOLD LOSS
 Adversarial loss: focuses on perceptual 

similarity to limit model “fantasy”
 Perceptual loss: relies on features 

extracted from a pre-trained network
 MSE loss: pixel-wise error between the 

SR output and the HR source
 TV loss: de-noising function 

 iSeeBetter offers superior VSR fidelity and surpasses state-of-the-art performance for 
majority of test sequences by combining spatial and temporal information

 Four-fold loss function helps emphasize perceptual quality

DISCRIMINATOR ARCHITECTURE
 Trained to differentiate between SR images and original photo-realistic images
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